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SUCCESS INDICATORS

ACTIVITY

BUDGET
(In Php)

PROGRESS

Q1

Strategic Objectives 2020-2022 (Developed and approved by the PH-EITI MSG on November 14, 2019)
1. Improve the platform of commitment for transparency and create a safe space for dialogue and debate on natural resource governance.
2. Maintain an impartial and verified database on the extractives sector.
3. Develop capacities to effectively participate in natural resource governance.
4. Strengthen and expand the linkages of EITI.
5. Formulate and propose policy reforms, including processes and mechanisms of natural resource governance.

January

Q2

February

March

April

Q3

May

June

July

Q4

August

September

October

November

December

- OGP Commitments

1-9
1. VALIDATION
EITI Req: 1-7
SO: 1 & 2

- Sustained and
- Compliant status
improved
for the Philippines
transparency and
accountability in the
extractives sector

A rating of at least 90 points
in all Validation components
(Transparency, Stakeholder
Engagement, Outcomes and
Impact)

In charge:
Eastword Manlises

Publication of amendments/addendum
to the 6th PH-EITI Report, if any

1,062,878.40

Completion of previously identified
gaps or pending matters in EITI
implementation (see 2020 work plan
progress matrix for reference)
- Review recommendations from PH-EITI
reports, including recommendations from
2017 EITI Validation

10-16

17-23

24-31

1-6

7-13

14-20

21-28

1-6

7-13

14-20

21-27

28-31

1-10

Completed

Ongoing

Validation Process
- Formal announcement of Validation
schedule

Completed

- Pre-validation orientation or meeting

Completed

- MSG pre-work on Validation templates

Completed

- Creation of Validation dossier

Completed

- MSG pre-Validation self-assessment
workshop

Completed

Feb 26

- Pre-Validation consultation with CSO
constituency

Completed

Feb 24

- Finalization of schedule and list of invitees
for stakeholder consultations

Completed

- Commencement of Validation

EITI Req: 2-6

- Sustained and
improved
transparency and
accountability in the
extractives sector

SO: 1, 2, 3 & 4
In charge:
Anna Leigh Anillo

- Improved capacity
of EITI reporting
entities to submit
comprehensive,
timely, and
comprehensible
reports
- Increased public
accessibility and
understanding of
extractives data
and information

- At least one mainstreaming
- New terms of
reference for the feasibility study published by
MSG, Secretariat, midyear
and IA

Publication of the mainstreaming
feasiblity study

- Updated version new TOR of the MSG,
of ORE
Secretariat and IA

- MSG discussion of the results of the
mainstreaming feasibility study and
clarification of the concept of systematic
disclosure (Understanding Mainstreaming)

- At least two TWG meetings on
systematic disclosure and the

- Harmonization
and integration in
ORE, if possible,
of reportorial
requirements of
EITI implementing
agencies

- At least one action step
recommended by the
mainstreaming feasibility study
implemented within the year

- Updated and
verified
Extractives Data
Generator

- One comprehensive, verified,
and publicly accessible PH-EITI
database

- At least one EITI implementing
agency using ORE for
extractives data collection

- At least 10 unique visits to PHEITI EDGE

- Signed and
implemented
- At least two stakeholder
MOA with DICT re requests for EITI data
Info sharing with
Open Data Portal - Timely approval of MOA
sharing

Apr 1

Ongoing
1,635,123.60

- Completion of the mainstreaming
feasibility study

Ongoing

Completed

- TWG and MSG meeting on the new terms
of reference of the MSG, secretariat, and
IA*
- Implementation of the recommended
action steps in the mainstreaming feasibility
study
Online Reporting in the Extractives
- Inclusion of ORE funding in DOF-CMIO
PPMP

Ongoing

- Engagement of consultant/personnel to
update ORE

Ongoing

- Implementation of enhancements based
on users' feedback

Ongoing

- Optimization of ORE for the reportorial
requirements of various PH-EITI
between DOF and DICT on data implementing agencies

- Accomplished
OGP comitment
deliverables

Feb 8

Completed

- Validation proper
2. SYSTEMATIC
DISCLOSURE

Jan 28

Ongoing

- Creation of reporting forms/templates

- At least two datasets shared
with DICT's Open Data Portal

Extractives Data Generator
- Engagement of interns as data verifiers

Ongoing

- All OGP commitment
deliverables for the year are
accomplished

- Verification of current datasets

Ongoing

- Continuous updating
- Aggressive promotion to stakeholders
(data dive and other anlysis activities)
Open Data Portal
- Singning of MOA
- Execution of information sharing
agreements/plans

3. TRANSPARENCY
- Identified and
AND ACCOUNTABILITY addressed
corruption risks in
EITI Req:
the extractives
2.4, 2.5, and 6
sector
SO: 1 & 2
In charge:
Erycce Althea Antonio

- Increased
relevance of
extractives
disclosures
particularly
contracts and
beneficial
ownership
disclosures
- Improved
transparency and
accountability in IP
Royalty payments

- Updated and
relevant PH-EITI
Contracts Portal

- At least two new O&G
contracts disclosed in the
PH-EITI Contracts Portal

- Updated MSG
- At least one MSG meeting
policy on contract and agreed policy on
disclosure
Contract Transparency
- Updated MSG
policy on BO
transparency

Contract Transparency

569,192.40

- collection of remaining O&G contracts
and any new or amended contracts of
extractive companies

Completed

- publication of remaining O&G contracts
and any new or amended contracts of
extractive companies

Completed

- At least one MSG meeting
and agreed policy on BO
Transparency

- MSG discussion on the definition of
annexes, the materiality of exploration
contracts, and the legal barriers and
corresponding quick fixes for contract
- Extractives BO
- One extractives BO registry transparency
Registry
or a similar platform up by
Beneficial Ownership Transparency
end of March
- MSG discussion on whether compliance
- Comprehensive
disclosure of IP
- Variance in IP Royalty data with the requirement should be mandatory
or voluntary for companies (compliance is
Royalty data
reduced by 20 percentage
currently on a voluntary basis)
points
- Papers on
- Compliance of companies covered in the
contracts and BO - At least two analysis papers 7th Report
information
on contract and BO
- Online publication of beneficial ownership
analyses
data/information
information pending the planned BO
registry of the SEC (for MSG discussion)
- Paper on
- At least one paper on
- Amendment of SEC's MC 15 or issuance
corruption risks in corruption risks in the
of any policy/instrument that will mandate
the Philippine
extractives sector
the publication of BO information
extractives

Completed

Feb 11

Completed

Feb 11

Completed

Transparency on IP Royalty Payments
- Aggressive collection of IP Royalty Data
and copies of CRDPs and IP community
MOA with companies
- Publication of IP Royalty data, CRDPs,
and MOA
Analysis of Disclosures
- Analysis of contracts and BO information
- Participation in NRGI's pilot test of the
diagnostic tool for corruption risks
4. GENDER INCLUSION - Increased
inclusivity in PHEITI Req:
EITI activities
1.4, 6.3, 7.1, and 7.4
including MSG and
TWG meetings
SO: 1 & 2
- Better and
In charge:
mainstreamed
Mary Jane Baldago
implementation of
Mary Ann Rodolfo
gender and
development
programs in the
extractives sector

- Policy note on
gender inclusion

- At least two TWG meetings
on gender

- Roadmap on
gender inclusion
in the extractives

- One analysis paper on
gender data collected for the
7th Report

- Analysis paper
on gender data
collected for the
7th Report

- Timely implementation of
tools and approaches in
gender inclusion in
extractives and timely
publication of implementation
report

- Report on the
implementation of
tools and
approachs in
gender inclusion
in extractives

Creation of TWG on Gender

177,146.40

Completed

Jan 20

Review and assessment of Gender
Scoping Study
Roadmapping

Jan 29
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SUCCESS INDICATORS

ACTIVITY

Strategic Objectives 2020-2022 (Developed and approved by the PH-EITI MSG on November 14, 2019)
1. Improve the platform of commitment for transparency and create a safe space for dialogue and debate on natural resource governance.
2. Maintain an impartial and verified database on the extractives sector.
3. Develop capacities to effectively participate in natural resource governance.
4. Strengthen and expand the linkages of EITI.
4. GENDER INCLUSION - Increased
- Policy note on
- At least two TWG meetings
5. Formulate and propose policy reforms, including processes and mechanisms of natural resource governance.

EITI
Req:
- OGP
Commitments
1.4, 6.3, 7.1, and 7.4
SO: 1 & 2
In charge:
Mary Jane Baldago
Mary Ann Rodolfo

inclusivity in PHgender inclusion
EITI activities
including MSG and - Roadmap on
TWG meetings
gender inclusion
in the extractives
- Better and
mainstreamed
- Analysis paper
implementation of on gender data
gender and
collected for the
development
7th Report
programs in the
extractives sector
- Report on the
implementation of
tools and
approachs in
gender inclusion
in extractives

BUDGET
(In Php)

PROGRESS

Q1

January

Q2

February

March

April

Q3

May

June

July

Q4

August

September

October

November

December

177,146.40

on gender

- One analysis paper on
gender data collected for the
7th Report
- Timely implementation of
tools and approaches in
gender inclusion in
extractives and timely
publication of implementation
report

1-9

10-16

17-23

24-31

1-6

7-13

14-20

21-28

1-6

7-13

14-20

21-27

28-31

1-10

11-17

18-24

25-30

1-8

9-15

16-22

23-31

1-5

6-12

13-19

20-26

27-30

1-10

11-17

18-24

25-31

1-7

8-14

15-21

22-31

1-4

5-11

12-18

19-25

26-30

1-9

10-16

17-23

24-31

1-6

7-13

14-20

21-30

1-4

5-11

Stock-taking of literature in gender in
extractives
Analysis of data and information
collected by ORE's gender and
employment form
Formulation of tools and approaches in
gender inclusion in the extractives
- Presentation of outputs to the MSG

May 14

- Roundtable discussion on gender

Completed

- Presentation of tools and approaches to
stakeholders during On Learn
- Implementation of tools in two companies
and two communities
- Project evaluation
- Report writing
Dec 10

- Presentation of results to the MSG
5. REPORT
PRODUCTION
EITI Req: 2-6
SO: 1, 2 & 5
In charge:
Zoe Jimenez

- Sustained
- Two PH-EITI
transparency and
reports
accountability in the
extractives sector

- Timely publication of reports 7th Report Publication

3,532,808.80

- Renewal of contracts of consultants for
the second phase of the report

Completed

- Collection of data from BIR and other
agencies
- Final reconciliation

- Increased
relevance of
extractives
disclosures

Ongoing
Ongoing

- Presentation of updates to the MSG

May 14

- Presentation of key findings to the MSG

June 11

- Conduct of a report analysis workshop

- Increased
inclusivity in EITI
implementation

June 18

- Submission of MSG comments and
recommendations
June 28

- Submission of final copy
- Proofing and layout
- Publication of the report
- Submission to EITI International
- Development of policy notes
8th Report Production
Ongoing

- Drafting and approval of TORs

May 14

- Scoping of reporting entities (inclusion of
SSM reporting and expanded coverage of
nonmet)
- MSG discussion on the mainstreaming
aspects of the report
- Invitation to companies to participate in
EITI reporting
- Orientations and workshops for new
entities
- Collection/submission data, company
waivers, and supporting documents
- Reconciliation period and report writing
- Presentation to MSG

Oct 8

- Finalization and submission
6. STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
EITI Req: 1 and 7

- Increased
understanding and
appreciation of the
EITI process and
principles

- Knowledge
Products (e.g.
manual for
developing
CRDP)

- Increased
competency of
stakeholders in
some areas of
natural resource
governance

- Competency
framework for 4
main sectors
(LGU, NGA,
CSO/PO,
industry)

- Increased
participation of IP
communities in EITI
activities and in
extractives
governance

- Partnerships
with specific
stakeholders
(CSOs,
International
Organizations,
Industry,
Academe, and the
Media)

SO: 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
In charge:
Mary Jane Baldago
Nonmetallic Mines
Engagement:
Katherine Dennise
Domingo

- Broadened
stakeholder
engagement

- Outlined and
published
concerns of
stakeholders and
corresponding
- Established basis answers from
for capacity building concerned
programs
offices/agencies
- Improved
governance of the
extractives sector

- Increased
confidence among
companies to
comply with EITI
requirements

- Timely conduct of MSG and Conduct of MSG and TWG Meetings
TWG meetings
Nonmetallic Mines Engagement

65th

66th

67th

68th

69th

70th

71st

- 80% (8/10) attendance rate - TWG and MSG discussion on a revised
internal rules and MSG TOR
of representatives to MSG
meetings
- MSG approval of revised internal rules
and MSG TOR
- One revised MSG internal
- Preliminary meeting with currently
rules
participating nonmet mines
- At least one webinar with
nonmet companies

- Webinar with nonmet mines and possible
election of representative to the MSG

- Possible debut participation of nonmet rep
- At least 50% of nonmet
to MSG meeting
mines are participating in the
- EITI reporting of more or all nonmet
EITI process
mines
- Timely conduct of national
and subnational forums
- At least 500 unique
participants attending the
entire series of online
national and subnational
forums
- At least three thematic
forums or learning sessions
organized

- At least two partnerships
forged with target
- Revised PH-EITI stakeholders
Internal Rules and
TOR for the MSG
to include
nonmetallic mine
reps

- Greater inclusivity
in the MSG and
- New and regular
consistent
representative
participation of
from O&G
representatives
- Documentations
of meetings,
events, and
activities

2,674,427.80

Sep 10

Oil and Gas Engagement
- Consistent participation of O&G reps in
MSG meetings and events

Ongoing

Understanding the EITI Standard
- Conduct of education and training
activities for the secretariat and MSG
members
Conduct consultative discussion with
sectors involved in EITI to develop
Competency Framework
- Conduct scoping study for the
development of competency framework in
collaboration with academic institutions
- Map out required competencies of
stakeholders from the 4 main sectors
involved in EITI
National Conference and Subnational
Forums
- Reporting of how issues raised in
previous engagements were addressed
Extractives Transparency Week
Online Learning on Extractives/The
Voice
- Conduct of learning sessions on NRG for
subnational stakeholders including IP
communities
- Collaboration with the government
agencies (e.g. the NCIP), academic
institutions, and companies in developing
content for the learning sessions
Project DATA (Deepening Access,
Transparency and Accountability to
Improve NRG and Empower
Communities)

Completed

72nd

73rd

74th

12-18

19-25

26-31

programs
- Increased
confidence among
companies to
comply with EITI
requirements

offices/agencies

- At least two partnerships
forged with target
- Revised PH-EITI stakeholders
Internal Rules and
TOR for the MSG
to include
nonmetallic mine
reps
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SUCCESS INDICATORS

ACTIVITY
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(In Php)

PROGRESS

Q1

Strategic Objectives 2020-2022 (Developed and approved by the PH-EITI MSG on November 14, 2019)
1. Improve the platform of commitment for transparency and create a safe space for dialogue and debate on natural resource governance.
2. Maintain an impartial and verified database on the extractives sector.
3. Develop capacities to effectively participate in natural resource governance.
4. Strengthen and expand the linkages of EITI.
5. Formulate and propose policy reforms, including processes and mechanisms of natural resource governance.

January

Q2

February

March

April

Q3

May

June

July

Q4

August

September

October

November

December

- OGP Commitments

1-9
Ongoing

- Collaboration with Bantay Kita
7. LEGISLATIVE
ADVOCACY
EITI Req: 1-7
SO: 1, 3, 4 & 5
In charge:
Roselyn Salagan

- Sustained /
- Legislative
institutionalized
Advocacy Plan
transparency and
accountability in the - Position Paper
extractives sector
- Collaterals for
- Increased
lobbying
support/clamor for
EITI
- Policy papers
institutionalization
- Champions /
- Addressed
sponsors
challenges
surrounding the
instutionalization of
extactives
transparency

- At least two meetings with
relevant Secretaries re EITI
and its institutionalization

Legislative Advocacy Plan

- At least two legislators
aside from principal authors
identified as champions /
sponsors of EITI bills

- Meeting with DOF Legislative Liaison
Office

EITI Req: 7

- Increased public
awareness and
understading of
EITI

SO: 2 & 4
In charge:
Eastword Manlises
Anna Leigh Anillo
Erycce Althea Antonio
Roselyn Salagan

- Increased
participation from
stakeholders

- Consultation with the DBM re budgeting
process

- Identification of agency heads to be
tapped to endorse the position paper

- Identification of legislators to be tapped as
- One MSG endorsed and
champions/sponsors
DOF approved position paper
- Preparation of an MSG and DOF
on EITI bills
endorsed position paper
- At least five meetings with
- Meetings with legislators, their COS,
legislators to lobby the
and/or committee secretaries to present
passage of an EITI law
EITI

Completed

- Constant engagement/lobbying with
legislators and relevant offices and
personalities

- Increased
involvement of
MSG members in
advocating EITI
institutionalization

8. COMMUNICATIONS

651,873.60

Public Support
- Following through on plans on
strengthening public and stakeholder
awareness through public communications
and the media

- Content plan for - One content plan for
website and social website and social media
media platforms
platforms
- Online matrix of
stakeholder
concerns and
corresponding
responses

- Timely publication of
stakeholder concerns and
corresponding responses
- At least three new videos
on the Extractives
Transparency Channel

- Improved
accessibility to PH- - Knowledge
EITI knowledge
products
products
- Timely publication of
- Annual progress identified knowledge
reports
products
- Documentation
of events and
activities

Policy Recommendations
- Review of PH-EITI processes and
published studies/reports and identification
of gaps
- Communication and lobbying of policy
recommendations to concerned
government agencies
PH-EITI Website and online platforms

822,456.60

- Development of a content plan for the PHEITI website and other online platforms
- Aggressive promotion of the PH-EITI
website as the "go-to" site for extractives
data and information

Ongoing

- Inclusion of website and other
communication channels in all PH-EITI
collaterals
- Online publication/systematic reporting of
responses from recommendations, issues,
and concerns raised by stakeholders

Completed

Extractives Transparency Channel

- Creation of Ted-Ed type online videos and
- Timely publication of annual materials
progress reports
Knowledge Products
- Aggresive promotion of PH-EITI
publications and knowledge products
- Production and publication of brochures,
executive summaries, and FAQs
Annual Progress Report
- Online publication of APRs

Completed

- Submission of APRs to EITI International

Completed

Journalism Fellowship
- Webinar-workshop/training for media
practioners and campus journalists in
covering extractives-related stories
Media Conference
Participation in partner events and
observances and in barangay
assemblies
9. RESOURCE
MOBILIZATION
EITI Req: 1-7

Sustained
transparency and
accountability in
the extractives
sector

- Funding
proposals

- At least one new funding
proposal submitted to a
funding institution

Submission of funding proposals to
potential funders
- ADB
- British Embassy
- EU
- USAID

- Timely hiring / renewal of
contracts of members of the
secretariat

Hiring of required personnel

SO: 1

2,220,092.40

In charge:
Mary Ann Rodolfo
10. SECRETARIAT
MANAGEMENT
EITI Req: 1-7

- Sustained
- Funding
operations of the
proposals
PH-EITI Secretariat

Ongoing
Procurement of relevant consultancy
services

SO: 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5
Ongoing
In-charge:
Mary Ann Rodolfo

TOTAL

13,346,000.00
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